Abstract: Atomic defects in wide band gap materials show great promise for development of a new generation of quantum information technologies, but have been hampered by the inability to produce and engineer the defects in a controlled way. The nitrogen-vacancy (NV) color center in diamond is one of the foremost candidates, with single defects allowing optical addressing of electron spin and nuclear spin degrees of freedom with potential for applications in advanced sensing and computing. Here we demonstrate a method for the deterministic writing of individual NV centers at selected locations with high positioning accuracy using laser processing with online fluorescence feedback. This method provides a new tool for the fabrication of engineered materials and devices for quantum technologies and offers insight into the diffusion dynamics of point defects in solids.
single color centers displays quantum statistics with potential for use in communications, sensing and metrology (1) , while some color centers also possess spin degrees of freedom that can be accessed via the optical transitions, opening the door for use as highly sensitive magnetic field sensors (2) or as quantum memories for use in optical networks for communications or computing technologies (3, 4) .
The fabrication and engineering of color centers is challenging, since they generally comprise compound defects containing one or more 'elements' -impurity atoms and lattice vacancieswhich are bound together in a stable configuration. To build them atom-by-atom would be painfully slow (if even possible), so the process of fabrication involves the introduction of the required elemental defects into the lattice followed by thermal annealing to stimulate diffusion of one or more element through the lattice whereupon random binding occurs to create the color center.
The most extensively researched color center is the negatively charged nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center in diamond, for which measurements on single defects were first reported by researchers at the University of Stuttgart in 1997 (5) . NV centers have since formed a basis for advances in photon-mediated entanglement (6) , quantum teleportation over long distances (7) , and nanoscale nuclear magnetic resonance (8) , and are one of the few physical systems to have been shown to support quantum logic gates with fidelity above the threshold for fault-tolerant quantum computing (9) . NV centers are formed in diamond by the binding of a substitutional nitrogen impurity with a lattice vacancy along a [111] crystal axis. The controlled positioning of NV centers therefore requires the targeted implantation of either nitrogen ions or vacancies in the crystal, which are typically achieved using ion implantation and electron beam irradiation methods (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) . Recently, laser processing was shown to be an effective way of writing lattice vacancies into diamond with minimal residual damage such that binding with substitutional nitrogen impurities already present in the lattice yielded high quality single NV centers (15, 16) .
The 'global' thermal anneal used to facilitate the random diffusion of vacancies and subsequent NV center creation meant that the number of NV centers produced per site was determined by
Poisson statistics such that the maximum probability of creating a single NV center at a given site was 37%, and that the positioning accuracy of the resultant NV centers was limited to a few (2) (0) values for the array in (B), (inset) a typical g (2) () dataset corrected for background signal (see Methods).
hundred nanometers by the vacancy diffusion length. This low yield and modest positioning accuracy would potentially limit the usefulness of the technique in device manufacturing.
In this report we enter a distinct regime in the fabrication of these atomic-scale defects. We use laser processing to achieve near-deterministic writing of NV centers in bulk diamond with an accuracy of around 50 nm in the image plane. The enabling capabilities are two-fold. Firstly the use of laser processing to not only create but also to diffuse vacancies in place of a thermal anneal, providing site-specific control of NV center formation; and secondly the use of online fluorescence measurement that provides feedback to allow active control of the process ( Figure   1A , for detailed optical layout see Figure S1 ). Figure 1B shows a fluorescence image of an array of 25 sites processed in a single crystal diamond sample (see Methods for sample details). At each site in the array, an initial laser pulse of energy 27 nJ (the 'seed pulse') was used to generate vacancies, followed by a 1 kHz stream of pulses of energy 19 nJ ('diffusion pulses') to induce vacancy diffusion. Fluorescence within the wavelength range 650 nm to 750 nm was monitored until a signal indicating the creation of a negatively charged NV center was recorded, at which point the processing was halted.
Measurements of fluorescence spectra (Fig 1C) , optically detected electron spin echo (Fig 1D) , fluorescence polarisation ( Figure 4D and Supplementary Information Figure S3 ) and photon statistics ( Fig 1E and An exemplar trace from the fluorescence intensity monitor shown in Figure 3 provide insight into the dynamics of NV center generation. The zero of the horizontal time axis corresponds to the time of the seed pulse, labelled (i), after which the lower energy 1 kHz pulses commence. This intermittent signal is interpreted as unstable binding of the vacancy to the substitutional nitrogen in the presence of a nearby carbon split-interstitial defect. Panels i-iv in Figure 3 correspond to the regions of the monitor trace identified above, and depict the proposed NV formation process. The vacancy and split interstitial are the component parts of Frenkel defects formed by the initial seed pulse (panel i). These two defects have relatively low activation energies for diffusion, of 2.3 eV and 1.6 eV respectively (17) (18) (19) , and are both mobile under the 19 nJ diffusion pulses, while the substitutional nitrogen atoms, with activation energy of 5 eV (20) , are highly immobile and can be considered to remain at fixed lattice points. The diffusive motion of the vacancy and interstitial is affected by the presence of strain fields surrounding the individual point defects. The vacancy is a point of lattice depletion so it is surrounded by a We now discuss briefly the physical mechanism behind the laser processing method used. The generation of vacancies in diamond by a sub-picosecond laser pulse is thought to be via multiphoton absorption that promotes electrons to high energy states, followed by rapid relaxation of the electrons by transfer of their energy to the lattice (21) . It follows that the laser-induced The optical layout for the combined laser processing and fluorescence feedback apparatus is shown in Figure S1 . The laser processing was performed using a regeneratively the capability to perform aberration correction to compensate for the effects of refraction at the surface of the diamond. The diamond sample was mounted on precision translation stages (Aerotech x-y: ABL10100; z: ANT95-3-V) providing three dimensional control. Prior to the objective the laser pulse was linearly polarized and had a duration which was measured to be 250 fs using an intensity autocorrelator (APE Pulsecheck). The pulse duration at focus will be slightly increased due to dispersion in the objective lens. To optimize the aberration correction, the phase pattern displayed on the SLM was adjusted to minimize the pulse energy needed to produce visible fluorescence at test processing positions of similar depth in the sample.
Fluorescence feedback was achieved using a custom built scanning confocal photoluminescence (PL) microscope, with excitation from a frequency-doubled diode-pumped YAG laser at 532 nm and detection using a silicon single photon avalanche diode (Excelitas).
Excitation power of 2 mW was reflected towards the sample at a 570 nm dichroic beamsplitter, and fluorescence transmitted through the dichroic was additionally filtered using a 650-750 nm band pass filter.
The point spread function of the processing laser is that of a focused Gaussian beam 
( ), are then corrected for this baseline according to
The datasets, shown in Figure S4 , are then fit with a function for the photon autocorrelation of a three-level system, which is established using a system of coupled rate equations Figure S2 shows the pulse sequence used for Hahn Echo measurements of the spin coherence time. A biasing dc magnetic field was applied parallel to the axis of the NV center to split the ms = ±1 levels in the electronic ground state. The alignment of this bias field was achieved using the magneto-optic effect: an approximate <111> alignment was determined by continuous wave optically detected magnetic resonance at low field (~5 mT), and then the field strength was increased to approximately 40 mT. The magnet was manipulated using powered three-axis stages until the emitter count rate did not drop between 5 and 40 mT: this corresponds to a field alignment along the axis within approximately 1 degree. A Laser Quantum Gem 532 (100 mW) was used through an Isomet 1250C acousto-optic modulator operated with a custom driver to eliminate the leakage of green laser light. The sample was mounted onto a co-planar waveguide board, and microwaves were delivered to the sample using a 20 µm copper wire over the surface. A Keysight N5172B source was switched using a Swabian Instruments
PulseStreamer and subsequently amplified with a MiniCircuits ZHL-16W-43-S+ amplifier. A high-NA (1.4) oil immersion objective was used for both excitation and collection paths. The collected light was focused through a pinhole onto a pair of Excelitas NIR-enhanced single Figure S2 : Pulse sequence for Hahn echo measurements used to record spin coherence as shown in Figure 1D .
photon detectors and recorded with a Swabian Instruments Timetagger. The spin echo signal was fitted to a stretched exponential decay function
where t is the total free-precession time, indicated in figure S2 , T2 is the electron spin-coherence time and α is a free-parameter related to the dynamics of the spin environment [1] .
Supplementary data:
Figure S3: Polar plots of fluorescence intensity revealing the orientation of the 25 NV centers as viewed in the array in figure 1B . Highly polarized fluorescence indicates an NV centers lying in the plane of the microscope image while those with less polarized fluorescence lie out of the plane (see Fig 4C, D and E) . The site at the right-hand end of the row second from bottom contains two NV centres, one of each in-plane orientation.
